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Abstract. An organisation’s event logs can give great insight into factors that affect the execution of their business processes by comparing different process cohorts. We have recently presented ProcessProfiler3D, a novel tool for such comparisons that supports interactive data exploration, automatic calculation of performance data and visual comparison of multiple cohorts. The approach enables the intuitive discovery of differences and trends in cohort performance. To better support the interpretation of these differences in the context of process execution we now extended the tool with a novel visualisation technique that enables the visualisation of case execution and timing in a way that provides context to such a performance analysis.

1 Introduction

Analysing process data in event logs to identify problems and opportunities with existing processes can be of great value for improving the processes of an organisation. Process mining [1], a specialised field of research in business process management, develops tools and techniques to support this. By splitting an event log into process cohorts, i.e. a group of process instances that have one or more shared characteristics, one can analyse how different case characteristics (often called context factors) affect the execution of a process. We have recently identified that despite continued industry interest [6,4,2], there is a lack of tools to support such analyses effectively [7]. None of the existing academic or commercial tools provided both support for interactive data exploration, by supporting interactive splitting of the event log, as well as an integrated comparison of multiple process cohorts, by supporting the visualisation of performance data for more than two cohorts in one view. Consequently, we presented ProcessProfiler3D, a framework to solve this issue [7]. We now present a complementary novel visualisation technique that covers additional performance analysis scenarios by providing additional context to the presented performance data.
2 Overview of the tool

ProcessProfiler3D enables comparing the performance of multiple process cohorts by

- aligning an event log with a process model
- calculating common node level process performance indicators such as activity duration, activity throughput time and waiting times between activities
- storing performance data in a data cube
- interactively splitting the event log by defining cohorts
- visualising performance data in a third dimension on top of the process model at multiple levels of process abstraction
- visualising data related to activities using either one of three different types of bar charts or a triangle chart (see [5])
- visualising data related to activity pairs can be visualised using coloured arcs between the two activities (see [7])

The framework was implemented in two plugins for the process mining framework ProM. Figure 1 shows an example of comparative performance analysis using this tool.

However, we note that some scenarios are still not well covered by existing performance analysis techniques and in the remainder of this paper we will discuss one of these scenarios and present a novel visualisation technique that we have added to ProcessProfiler3D to address this issue.

3 Problem statement

One issue with existing techniques for process performance analysis is the loss of context that occurs when performance data are a) localised and b) summarised as is usually the case with activity duration, throughput time and waiting time calculations. Both problems have the potential to affect our understanding of performance analysis results and can complicate finding root causes.
Firstly, the analysis results are currently localised to one point in the process model. For example, an activity C may be preceded by either activity A or B. By looking at performance indicators of these activities we cannot tell if cases that first executed A on average take longer to execute C than cases that executed B. So by localising the analysis results per activity we lose the context of how preceding activities affected the case and how subsequent activities were impacted.

Secondly, the statistical summary of performance indicators by minimum, median, mean and maximum also means that we are losing context in the results. It is, for example, hard to tell whether a few extreme cases skewed the results or what the general distribution of cases is. Furthermore, if the same case executes an activity multiple times, it is impossible to identify differences between the individual execution times (e.g. the activity took much time on the first execution, but finished really quickly on every following execution). Some absolute indicators, such as the average case runtime at an activity, also get distorted by loops. Consequently, while existing process performance analysis techniques already provide valuable insights into the execution of a process, additional analysis techniques are required to add context to the results of existing techniques.

4 Trajectory Visualisation

We therefore propose a novel visualisation technique inspired by geo-spatial data visualisations (e.g. [3]) to present performance data in the context of both history and future execution of a process instance. This visualisation presents the path of individual cases through a process model, while showing timing
information in a third dimension, orthogonal to the process model. An example of this technique can be seen in Figure 2.

We construct this visualisation by replaying a token-game on a given Petri net and recording each token move as a line in two dimensions. We then use the time of each event that triggered the token move to calculate the height of the start and end point of each line. Our implementation provides three different configurations of the trajectory visualisation. The first variant visualises token paths from one activity straight to the next activity. The second variant visualises the token paths from the activity through the place to the next activity. The third variant visualises the token path from the activity along the edge connecting it to the place and then along the edge to the next activity. Each variant increases the complexity of the visualisation, but often lines following the model layout more precisely make it easier to relate them back to the underlying process model and therefore easier to understand. To further facilitate this, vertical support lines can be displayed by selecting nodes in the process model, as shown in Figure 2.

In addition to the shape of case trajectories, colours can encode additional information in the visualisation. By default, case trajectories are coloured to indicate the cohort a case belongs to (see Figure 3). However, our implementation can also colour the trajectory to display relative completion of the case as a colour gradient. This can facilitate finding bottlenecks in large event logs. Furthermore, the cohort classification can be used to filter the visualisation, by hiding trajectories belonging to a particular cohort. Lastly, the vertical scale of the visualisation can be changed by clicking on the white frame surrounding the trajectories and pulling it upwards or downwards. This can make it easier to see differences between otherwise densely packed trajectories.

Seeing both control-flow and time perspective in one view enables users to identify interactions between control-flow constructs such as loops and process execution times. Using this technique together with the previously presented techniques for comparative performance visualisation (see [7]) therefore facilitates the understanding of performance analysis results.
5 Conclusion

We have presented ProcessProfiler3D, a framework that can be used to analyse and compare the performance of multiple process cohorts. The usefulness of this framework has previously been demonstrated by analysing two industry data sets and evaluating the tool with two industry partners [7]. In this paper we have added a novel visualisation technique, the trajectory visualisation, to this framework, to address the loss of context in the existing performance analysis approaches.

The framework is available as a package (called “ProcessProfiler3D”) for the process mining framework ProM. In addition, the complete source code for the tool including the trajectory visualisation is available in the ProM repository.

A screencast of the tool including the new technique is available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CkgBTFk6MXY
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